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Water level Measure 

FOR WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENT CAN BE MEASURED WITHOUT 

EARTHED LINE CONSIDERABLE TIME SAVINGS WHEN MEASURING 

WATER LEVEL. 

FEATURES: 

 You can measure without earthed line.s 

 You can select water quality as sensitivity is adjustable against various kinds of water. 

 You can judge the breaking of wire with the test function. 

 

MILLION WATER LEVEL MEASURE 

PVC coated fiberglass tape combined with probe. 

#width:12.5mm #Thick:1.47mm 

#Weight:1.2kg(WL50M), 600g(WL10M) 

Cat. Nos. Lengths 

WL10M 10m 

WL50M 50m 

spec 

 #Tape Material:PVC coated fiberglass(Copper Wire at the tape edges) 

 #Case:ABS 

 #Probe:Stainless 

 #Power source:UM-3x2 #Voltage:3V 

 #Battery life:approx in 24 hours consecutive use. 
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Accessories:battery(UM-3)x2#Million water level measure

 

 Probe:Stainless 19mm of diameter 

 Graduation:2mm throughout 

 

Special Belt on your 

back(Option) 

MILLION ROPE WATER LEVEL MEASURE 

PVC coated fiberglass tape in ABS Case. 

Narrow and thick material of tape is head to stick inside the pipe.Probe has only 12mm of 

diameter so very suitable for the thin pipe. 

#width:6.20m #Thick:1.9mm 

#Weight:2kgs.(RWL50M), 3.1kgs.(RWL100M),730g(RWL10M) 

Cat. Nos. Lengths 

RWL10M 10m 

RWL50M 50m 
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RWL100M 100m 

spec 

 #Tape Material:PVC coated fiberglass(Copper Wire at the tape edges) 

 #Case:ABS 

 #Probe:Stainless 

 #Power source:UM-3x2 #Voltage:3V 

 #Battery life:approx in 24 hours consecutive use. 

Accessories: 

 battery(UM-3)x2 

 Taper strap(Standard) 

 Special Belt on your back(Option) 

You can use optionally supplied belts on your back for easy moving. 

#Million rope water level measure

 

 Probe:Stainless 12mm of diameter 

 Graduation:1cm throughout on one side 

 

CAUTION! 

 Do not use against petroleum and any inflammable liquid. 

 Wire inside the tape might be cut by violent use. Especially, be careful to 

handle near the probe. 

 It's not suitable for any inflammable or non-conductive liquid. 

 Use alcoholics is prohibited to avoid for use against liquid containing alkali, 

surface active agent and salt. 

 Shocking or sinking the body is prohibited. 

 Leaving under high temperature exposing to the direct rays of the sun for a 

long time is prohibited. 

 Remove the batteries when you do not use for a long time. 

 Disassembly of handle or case is prohibited. 


